Borian Phoenix
Simple as this, using a legal name is proof of implied consent to be under
the LEGAL contract of its use
You do not have to use one. How can I prove this?
Simple. Prove to me that I must...you can not. What can not be proved is
legally called fiction. Frivolous gibberish
Without my consent or agreement, there's no contract, legal lawful implied
or otherwise...one simply does not exist
For example, you move to a new neighborhood and the guy that cuts your
neighbors lawn every Saturday cuts yours too. Two months later he bills you
$800 for his services. Since you never said anything, it was assumed and
presumed you consented. However, without a handshake or acknowledgment
or eye contact or a signature, without a meeting of the minds with both
parties in consent with full disclosure and an agreement, no legal contract
exists. The lawn guy is shit outta luck no matter what service he provided
You're not gonna pay for something you didn't agree to
It's the same way with a legal name. It's a contract you never agreed to.
However, while you still use one, it's assumed and presumed you agree with
the implied contract of using such property
Until you make it publicly known what your intentions are, the implied
contract is valid (even if only in your head). By your actions you are known to
the universe
The game is over. The legal construct is fraudulent and fictional. At any
time you can stop participating. Once fraud is revealed on a contract it
becomes invalid immediately and any contract you signed with a legal name is
null and void once upon discovering the above truth
Time has run out for those perpetuating the biggest scam in universal
history. It was a good run though
Piper down!!
Legal Name Fraud...Google that shit

